Maths

Science

English

Place Value – Counting on and back in
multiples of 10 (Y2) or 100 (Y3), place value,
comparing and ordering numbers, inequality
signs

Narrative – imitation - ‘Escape from
Pompeii’
Report writing - Roman daily life and
the life of a soldier
Instruction Writing – How to be a
gladiator

Calculation – addition and subtraction,
multiplication, fact families, doubles and
near doubles

Animals, including Humans – What do all living things do?
What are our basic needs? Why is exercise and eating
healthy foods important?
What is the function of a skeleton? Can we name bones in
our body? Why do we need muscles?

History and Geography
Computing

Geography – Where is Rome? How does
it compare to the UK? Can we find the
Roman Empire on a map? Do we know
where the Romans traded and what
they traded?

The
Romans

Purple Mash – Internet safety. How to email each
other in a safe and secure platform.
Coding – Can we programme the objects on the
screen? Can we write our own codes?

Religious Education
Islam – What do people think about
God? What do Muslims think about
God and how do they live?
Christianity - Why does Christmas
matter to Chrisians?

Art and DT
Art – Creating mosaic tiles inspired by
Roman examples.

PE
Personal – Can we work on
our coordination and
footwork?Can we
challenge ourselves to
improve our skills? If at
first I don’t succeed, I will
try again.
Physical Skills – sending
and receiving, action and
response.

PSHE
Me and My relationships –
includes feelings,emotions,
conflict resolution and
friendships
Being my best – includes
keeping healthy, Growth
Mindset, goal setting and
achievement

History – What was life like in the
Roman Empire? What is the lasting
impact of the Roman Empire on the UK?
What was life like for ordinary Romans?
What did the Romans do for
entertainment? What was life like in the
Roman army? Who is Boudicca?

Music
‘Hands, Feet and Heart’ - copying and
finding pulse. Recognising instruments
in music. Learning to play the
glockenspiel.

